Pumpkin Mini Quilt
Size 9 ½” x 9 1/2”
Designed by Phyllis Dobbs
Website – www.phyllisdobbs.com/
Blog – www.phyllisdobbs.info/ (Additional free patterns available, as well
as discussions on fabrics, quilting, sewing, art, crafts, and much more).

Materials Needed:
3/8 Yard of orange print fabric
7 inch square piece of green felt
5 inch square piece orange felt
1/8 yard green print fabric
Assorted green beads
Yellow star buttons
1 foot mini green rick rack
3 inches green rick rack
Cotton batting
Cutting:
1. Using pumpkin pattern cut one from orange felt.
2. Cut 2 strips 1 3/4” x 7” and 2 strips 1 ¾” x 9 ½” from the orange fabric.
3. Cut 1 ½” wide binding strip from the green print fabric for a 41” length.
Instructions: (use ¼” seam allowance)
1. Appliqué the pumpkin on the green felt centered crosswise and ¾” above the
bottom edge.
2. Sew a 7” orange strip to each side edge, and then sew the remaining orange
strips to the top and bottom edges.
3. Hand stitch the green rick rack for a stem. Arrange the mini green rickrack
for vines and hand stitch in place. Sew beads on the stem.
4. Bead 3 fringe lengths using assorted green beads to hang from the bottom of
the stem. Vary length of fringe strings.
5. Sew buttons randomly around pumpkin.
6. Layer the quilt right side up on batting then layer the quilt top and batting on
top of the back right side down. Pin or baste layers together and trim edges
evenly.
7. Sew binding around the top edge, mitering corners. Flip binding to back and
turn under ¼” hem and pin. Slip stitch the binding to the back side.
© Copyright Phyllis Dobbs. This pattern and instructions are for your
personal use only. This design may not be used for commercial use
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